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Summary
Observational studies often benefit from an abundance of observational units. This
can lead to studies that – while challenged by issues of internal validity – have
inferences derived from sample sizes substantially larger than randomized controlled
trials. But is the information provided by an observational unit best used in the anal-
ysis phase?We propose the use of ‘pilot design,’ in which observations are expended
in the design phase of the study, and the post-treatment information from these obser-
vations is used to improve study design. In modern observational studies, which are
data rich but control poor, pilot designs can be used to gain information about the
structure of post-treatment variation. This information can then be used to improve
instrumental variable designs, propensity score matching, doubly-robust estimation,
and other observational study designs.
We illustrate one version of a pilot design, which aims to reduce within-set het-
erogeneity and improve performance in sensitivity analyses. This version of a pilot
design expends observational units during the design phase to fit a prognostic
model, avoiding concerns of overfitting. Additionally, it enables the construction of
‘Assignment-Control (AC) plots,’ which visualize the relationship between propen-
sity and prognostic scores. We first show some examples of these plots, then we
demonstrate in a simulation setting how this alternative use of the observations can
lead to gains in terms of both treatment effect estimation and sensitivity analyses of
unobserved confounding.
KEYWORDS:
causal inference, observational studies, matching, propensity score, prognostic score, Assignment-Control
(AC) plots
1 INTRODUCTION
Modern observational studies offer greater sample sizes than ever before. However, this often comes at the cost of great unit-
level heterogeneity and poor control over potential factors that may lead to confounding. Moreover, there are diminishing returns
from increasing sample size: in general, the standard error in an estimate tends to decrease with 1√
푛
, where 푛 is the number
of observations. This means that when the sample size is already quite large, each additional observation has a vanishingly
small benefit to the precision of estimation. ‘Pilot design’ approaches to observational studies consider how researchers can
Abbreviations: SATE, sample average treatment effect; SATT, sample average treatment effect among the treated; MSE, mean squared error.
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2 Aikens ET AL
thoughtfully use plentiful data to plan a stronger study design. Said another way: how can investigators use the strengths of
abundant observational data to anticipate and mitigate against its weaknesses?
Unlike in a randomized experiment, any claim of a causal effect based on observational datamust address the possibility of bias
stemming from non-random treatment assignment. Matching methods attempt to adjust for this bias by recreating a randomized
experiment, grouping treatment and control subjects in a way that balances the distributions of observed covariates1. However,
matching does not guarantee balance in the unobserved covariates; practitioners typically carry out their analyses making the
unverifiable assumption that all the relevant covariates have been observed. Subsequently, sensitivity analyses can quantify how
robust the results – derived under assumptions of strong ignorability – are to the presence of unobserved bias (see section 2 and
work by Rosenbaum2,3).
Propensity score matching and Mahalanobis distance matching, the two most popular matching metrics for causal inference,
can be viewed as recreating two different kinds of experimental designs: the completely randomized experiment and the highly
blocked randomized experiment, respectively4. A completely randomized experiment will still lead to an unbiased estimate of
the treatment effect. However, a highly blocked randomized experiment – which attempts to control for sources of nuisance vari-
ation by assigning subjects to more homogeneous blocks – will tend to be more statistically efficient5. This is the stance taken by
King and Nielson in their provocative paper “Why Propensity Scores Should Not be Used for Matching.”4 In randomized exper-
iments, increasing the sample size and reducing the within-block heterogeneity play interchangeable roles, since both reduce
the sampling variability of the treatment effect estimate. Surprisingly, in observational studies, reducing heterogeneity within
matched sets has an added benefit over increasing sample size: reduced sensitivity to unobserved bias. In less heterogeneous
observational studies, stronger unobserved confounding would need to be present to explain away the same observed effect6.
In light of this result, it would seem that Mahalanobis distance matching, which attempts to match on all the observed covari-
ates at once, might be preferable to propensity score matching, which only attempts to match on a score involving covariates
that are predictive of receiving the treatment. However, Mahalanobis distance matching is known to suffer from the curse of
dimensionality. Since in large dimensions all observations are in some sense “far away” from each other, this method is forced
to compromise on poorer quality matches7.
The less commonly used prognostic score, formalized by Hansen8, models the subject’s expected response had they not
received treatment, based on the observed covariates. Matching on this quantity reflects the experimental ideal of controlling for
systematic variation in the response under control settings, which should reduce within-matched set heterogeneity compared to
propensity score matching. Analogous to the propensity score, the prognostic score can reduce the covariates to a scalar quantity
and – under suitable assumptions – results in a form of covariate balance which leads to valid inference. The primary difference
is that the prognostic score weights covariates based on how predictive they are of the outcome, while the propensity score
emphasizes covariates based on how predictive they are of the treatment assignment.
Unfortunately, matching on the prognostic score poses new challenges. First, when using the propensity score, it is straight-
forward to assess whether covariate balance holds for the observed data. In contrast, we cannot assess prognostic score balance
with certainty since we do not observe the counterfactual responses of the treatment group had they not received the treatment.
To help mitigate this issue, Hansen recommends matching jointly on the propensity and prognostic score. Leacy and Stuart9
begin to explore this approach in simulation studies, suggesting that treatment effect estimation is improved from matching
jointly on both scores. Importantly, they find that methods which use both the propensity and the prognostic score maintain good
performance even when one of score models is incorrectly specified. This observation is reaffirmed by Antonelli et al.10, who
demonstrate that, under certain assumptions, matching jointly on propensity and prognostic scores fit using a lasso model is
doubly robust – i.e. estimation from this approach is consistent as long as at least one of the score models is correctly specified.
However, each of these prior studies of joint matching on propensity and prognosis focus on approaches which fit the prog-
nostic model on the entire control reserve10,9. An important outstanding challenge in the application of prognostic scores is
that same-sample estimation of the prognostic model tends to cause overfitting to the control group, which may bias estimation
of treatment effects8,11,10. In the experimental setting, Abadie et al. voice closely-related concerns: they find that stratification
using a prognostic model fit on the full sample of experimental controls yields biased estimates of treatment effect12. Indeed, the
central double-robust estimation result from Antonelli et al. requires that separate samples are used for fitting the score models
versus estimating the treatment effect,10 yet the details and trade-offs of such an approach have not yet been directly considered.
To this end, we propose the use of a “pilot design,” in which some observations are expended in a principled way to improve
the design of a study. Importantly, while this paper centers around an example prognostic score approach, this is not the only
application of a pilot design. Other authors from various fields of the literature have proposed the use of some form of sample
splitting to inform a variety of design considerations, including the selection of the primary outcome13, the characterization of
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an instrumental variable14,15,16, and even the development of the entire analysis plan17. The notion of “honesty” from Wager
and Athey engages a related data splitting technique for analyses of heterogeneous treatment effects18 The primary appeal of
pilot design approaches is that they enable the use of some “post-exposure” information on a subset of the data in a way that
maintains the careful separation between the study design and the study analysis.
Section 2 establishes notation and provides an overview of a common sensitivity analysis considered in this text. Section 3
describes the pilot design in general and suggests a pilot design for joint matching on the prognostic and propensity scores, then
outlines some motivating mathematical results. This section additionally introduces the “Assignment-Control (AC) plot,” an
application of prognostic score in the form of a useful visualization tool for observational studies. Sections 4 and 5 summarize
simulations comparing the prognostic score pilot design approach to Mahalanobis distance and propensity score matching.
Section 5.3 considers the benefits and trade-offs of using this and related pilot designs, and section 6 offers some concluding
remarks.
2 NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
We adopt the Neyman-Rubin potential outcomes framework, in which a sample is described by
 = {(푋푖, 푇푖, 푌푖)}푛푖=1,
where individual 푖 has covariates 푋푖, treatment assignment 푇푖, and potential outcomes function 푌푖. We will suppress the 푖 index
when context permits. We take 푇푖 = 1 to represent that individual 푖 was assigned to the treatment group and 푇푖 = 0 to represent
the control assignment. We define 푌푖(푇푖) to be the outcome of the individual under treatment assignment 푇푖.
The fundamental challenge of causal inference is that we cannot observe both 푌푖(0) and 푌푖(1). Instead, we observe only one
outcome, 푌푖 = 푇푖푌푖(1) + (1 − 푇푖)푌푖(0) for a particular observation 푖. Thus, rather than estimating the individual level effect,
researchers may target E[푌 (1)−푌 (0)|푖 ∈ 푠푎푚푝푙푒], the sample average treatment effect (SATE19). As in a randomized controlled
trial, the SATE can be related to the population average treatment effect (PATE20) through either a known sampling frame that
gave rise to the sampled data set, or through careful considerations of the characteristics of the transportability of the treatment.
In practice, it is also common to estimate the sample average treatment effect among the treated (SATT21), which focuses on
estimatingwhat would happen if the observational units weremoved to the control level.We take the SATT as our target estimand
in this paper; other versions of pilot matching could be used to target the PATT (population average treatment effect among the
treated) or PATE and would incorporate other analyst-directed information (e.g., key characteristics of transportability22 such
as the structure of the heterogeneity of the treatment effect).
The propensity score is defined as 푒(푋) = 푃 (푇 = 1|푋). Interest in the propensity score primarily stems from its use as a
balancing score23, i.e.
푇 ⟂ 푋 ∣ 푒(푋). (1)
That is, for level sets of propensity score, treatment assignment is independent of the measured covariates. Under the assumption
of no unobserved confounding, and assuming that there is no possible value of the covariates 푋 for which the probability of
treatment is 0 or 1, subclassification on the propensity score allows for the estimation of the treatment effect.
The prognostic score is defined by Hansen8 as any quantity Ψ(푋) such that
푌 (0) ⟂ 푋 ∣ Ψ(푋). (2)
In particular, when 푌 (0)|푋 follows a generalized linear model, Ψ(푋) = 퐸 [푌 (0)|푋]. The prognostic score is, by definition, a
balancing score. In other words, for level sets of the prognostic score, the potential outcome under the control assignment is
independent of the observed covariates. Under the assumption that there is no unobserved confounding and that there is overlap
between the treated and control groups for all values ofΨ(푋), prognostic score balance also allows for estimation of the treatment
effect. The assumptions required to estimate the treatment effect by subclassification on the propensity or prognostic score are
slightly different, as discussed in detail by Hansen8.
2.1 Sensitivity to Unobserved Confounding
Rosenbaum2,3 discusses a common sensitivity analysis to examine a study’s vulnerability to unobserved confounding. In this
approach, the researcher supposes that assignments to treatment or control within an observational sample are actually deter-
mined in part some unmeasured confounding factor, and they attempt to estimate what strength of unmeasured confounding
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would have to be present for the results of the study to come into question. In specific, they hypothesize that there is some unob-
served confounder at play which causes certain individuals’ odds of treatment to be Γ-times greater than other individuals with
the same observed baseline covariates. If Γ = 1, individuals with the same observed baseline covariates all have the same odds
of treatment, as they would in a randomized controlled experiment. Greater levels of Γ ≥ 1 mean that, for individuals with the
same observed baseline covariates, there is a greater departure in unobserved covariates which govern treatment assignment.
One outcome of a sensitivity analysis is an estimate of the greatest possible value of Γ which could be at play before the con-
clusions of the study could change. Studies whose results would be reversed for Γ ≈ 1 are considered extremely sensitive to
imbalances in unobserved baseline covariates, whereas studies whose results would only be reversed in the presence of very
large values of Γ would be considered more robust.
One interesting motivation for reducing the prognostic heterogeneity between matched individuals in observational studies
lies in the additional power provided in sensitivity analyses for unobserved confounding. Rosenbaum2 discusses the relative
benefits from increasing the sample size of an observational study versus decreasing the heterogeneity of the sample. While both
efforts will diminish the variance of the estimator, decreasing the unit heterogeneity in an observational study has the added
effect of making the conclusions of the studymore robust to having their conclusions explained away by unobserved confounding
(i.e. Γ). Intuitively, we imagine in our sensitivity analyses that we have some hidden adversary who, with a strength of Γ, shifts
the treatment probabilities of certain individuals in order to bias our results. If matched individuals are wildly different in terms
of their likely outcomes in the absence of treatment (i.e. large vertical distance in the AC plot in Figure 1), then our imagined
adversary has greater ability to manufacture spurious results, even when Γ is small. In contrast, if we select matched sets of
individuals that are more similar in terms of their likely potential outcomes, the results are less easily explained away.
It is important to not confuse what this form of sensitivity analysis can, and cannot, achieve. Without study design features
that provide additional information about the treatment and assignment to treatment (e.g., an instrumental variable, a forcing
variable for a discontinuity design, a known null outcome), we cannot estimate the impact of bias arising from unobserved
covariate imbalance between the contrast groups. Instead, a gamma sensitivity analysis is a statement about the hypothetical
magnitude of biasing treatment assignment that would be required to change the study’s conclusions. Rosenbaum3, compares
this concept to that of statistical power: As researchers, we would like to have a well powered study design, but this does nothing
to guarantee that there is any underlying difference to be found. Rather, a well-powered study increases the probability that – in
the situation that the null hypothesis is false – we will come to the correct conclusion. Likewise, study designs which are better
powered in their sensitivity analyses will increase the probability that – when we do correctly ascertain a treatment effect – we
find the results difficult to explain away with unmeasured confounding.
3 METHODS
3.1 Motivation - The Pilot Design
Careful causal inference literature makes a distinction between the “design phase” and the “analysis phase” of a study24. During
the design phase, all outcome data from the study is masked or unknown to the researcher, while important decisions about data
collection, pre-processing, inclusion, and exclusion are made. Once the design phase is completed and fixed, the analysis phase
begins. At this moment, the outcomes are revealed, and an estimation of causal effect is performed. This separation of design and
analysis protects the integrity of the research by insulating the study design against any influence by the eventual study results.
In prospective randomized trials this separation is often enforced by time: the outcome does not come into existence until after
the study design becomes fixed. In observational studies, the researcher is responsible for enforcing this separation.
In the experimental setting, there is one case in which the researcher may be allowed to observe some post-exposure informa-
tion during the design phase; this occurs when a pilot study is run. In this case, before running the experiment, researchers set
aside a fixed amount of resources to conduct a smaller “pilot” study. The outcomes from the pilot study influence the subsequent
study design, but the individuals in the pilot study do not reappear in the final experiment, thereby upholding the separation
between the study design and analysis.
Extending this concept to the observational setting, we propose the pilot design for the observational study. Using this
approach, researchers set aside a sub-sample of their observations shortly after data collection (the “pilot set”). Post exposure
information in the pilot set can be used by the researcher to explore improvements to the study design, and these observations
are subsequently excluded from the data used in the final analysis (the “analysis set”). In this paper, we chose to focus on the use
of a pilot design to obtain prognostic information. That is, we examine the allocation of a pilot set to fit a prognostic model (see
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section 3.3 for a specific allocation scheme). This prognostic model is then used to estimate prognostic scores for the observations
in the analysis set, in order to select higher quality (less heterogeneous) matches in the analysis set.
However, prognostic score estimation is not the only potential use of the pilot design. For example, the pilot design may be
used in the characterization of an instrumental variable (analogous, for example, to when a pilot study is used to understand
compliance behavior and recruitment for a larger randomized controlled trial), or may be useful for model fitting when using an
inverse weighting technique14,15,16. In other cases, a pilot design approach may aid in the selection of the primary outcome13
or analysis plan17. When data are plentiful in an observational study, allocating these data “resources” towards improving the
study design in such ways may prove more useful than reserving all data for the main analysis.
3.2 Assignment-Control Plots and Matching
Estimation of the prognostic score enables a useful data visualization. Figure 1 visualizes the objectives of three different match-
ing approaches in an Assignment-Control (AC) plot. We imagine a scenario in which each individual in our data set is represented
in a reduced space of only two metrics: a measure of the covariates determining the expected treatment assignment (휙(푋푖)),
and a measure of the covariates determining the expected outcome under control assignment (Ψ(푋푖))†. In this way, reducing
variation in the horizontal direction equalizes the probability of treatment between compared individuals ("assignment") while
reducing variation in the vertical dimension imposes balance on covariates important to the outcome ("control")6. These are two
(often inter-related) features which are directly relevant to our matching: 휙(푋푖) (propensity score) similarity between compared
observations reduces bias, and Ψ(푋푖) (prognostic score) similarity reduces bias as well as variance, while increasing the power
of sensitivity analyses of unobserved confounding. The example given below illustrates how such a representation may help a
researcher intuitively grasp considerations of a causal question and data set.
Optimal Mahalanobis distance matching (Figure 1A), pairs individuals who are closest in the full covariate space. However,
since not all covariates are important for prognosis or treatment assignment, individuals who are close in the full covariate
space may be relatively distant when considered in terms of 휙(푋푖) and Ψ(푋푖). Propensity score matching (Figure 1B) aims to
pair individuals who are close in the covariates important for treatment assignment, 휙(푋푖), but not for prognosis, Ψ(푋푖). This
matching will reduce bias in the estimation of causal effect compared to the unmatched data set, but will lose much of the
protection from variance and unobserved confounding conferred when the matched individuals are prognostically similar. In
contrast, matching jointly on 휙(푋푖) and Ψ(푋푖), as proposed by Hansen8, seeks to pair individuals who are close together in the
reduced feature space. This optimizes for both desirable types of covariate balance: prognostic and propensity.
3.3 Prognostic Pilot Matching
We propose the following pilot matching design for constructing and applying the prognostic score in the study design phase
(Algorithm 1). The main steps are:
1. Fit a propensity model, 휙̂, on the entire data set, .
2. Separate the data into a held-aside pilot sample  and an analysis sample, ′
3. Fit a prognostic score model, Ψ̂, using outcome information from only  .
4. Perform Mahalanobis distance matching on ′ based on the prognostic and propensity scores estimated from 휙̂ and Ψ̂.
One method for doing so is suggested in Algorithm 1. In this approach, the pilot set is selected by first constructing a 1:2
Mahalanobis distance matching of each treated individual (denoted 퐴1, ..., 퐴푛푇 , where 푛푇 denotes the number of treated indi-viduals) to a set of two control individuals (denoted 퐵1, ..., 퐵푛푇 ). Then from each pair of matched controls (퐵푖), we select oneindividual at random (푏푖) to place into our pilot set. This gives a pilot set,  of size 푛푇 , which is used to estimate the prognostic
model and then removed from the analysis. The preliminary 1:2 Mahalanobis distance matching ensures (1) that the individuals
in the prognostic set are relatively close in the covariate space to the treated individuals, minimizing extrapolation of Ψ̂, and (2)
that not all individuals close in the covariate space to the treated individuals are removed from ′, because this might sacrifice
too many potentially high-quality matches.
†Other dimensions – such as one for instrumental variables, or one for expected treatment outcome under treatment – might be included as useful extensions to these
plots
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FIGURE 1 AC plots with matching assignments. The horizontal axis, 휙(푋), shows variation important for determining treat-
ment assignment (log-propensity score), while the vertical axis, Ψ(푥), shows variation important for determining the outcome
in the absence of treatment (prognostic score). Blue dots represent control individuals, red dots represent treated individuals,
and dotted lines connect matched pairs. Each plot shows optimal 1:1 matches of a simulated data set based on Mahalanobis
distance in the whole covariate space (A), true propensity score (B), and Mahalanobis distance in the feature-reduced space of
true propensity score and true prognostic score (C). The data set was generated according to the simulation set up in section 4.2
with 휌 = 0.5.
Algorithm 1 Prognostic Pilot Matching
Input: = {(푋푖, 푇푖, 푌푖)}푛푖=1, fixed treated to control ratio 푘.Fit a linear propensity model 휙̂ using .
Construct a 1 ∶ 2Mahalanobis distance matching (퐴1,… , 퐴푛푇 ;퐵1,… , 퐵푛푇 ).
for 푖 ← 1 to 푛푇 do
푏푖 ← a control chosen uniformly at random from 퐵푖.
end for ← {푏푖}푛푇푖=1′ ←  ∩ 퐶
Fit a linear prognostic model Ψ̂ using held out controls  .
Output:1 ∶ 푘Mahalanobis distance matching of ′ using 휙̂ and Ψ̂.
There are several alternative approaches to carry out steps 1-4; we do not intend to prescribe a single method for doing so.
For example, at steps (1) and (3), a researcher may select from any number of models to fit. In cases where the covariate space
is especially large, sparsifying models such as the lasso may be appropriate (Supplementary Figure 1 and Antonelli et al.10). In
step (4), the researcher may choose between pairmatching, 1:k matching (for example, in Figure 1), full matching (Figure 5), or
some other sub-classification method.
There are a variety of options for the allocation of the pilot set in step (2). For example, systematically selecting the lower
quality match from the set of matched controls might ensure that high quality matches to the treated individuals are left behind
for the analysis set. When data are especially plentiful or the prognostic model is especially elusive, one might perform a
preliminary matching of 1:4 or more (rather than 1:2) and select more than a single control individual from each matched set
to allocate more data to the pilot set. If the sample is so large that a preliminary Mahalanobis distance matching on the entire
data set would be too computationally taxing, the pilot set might be selected at random, either uniformly or while stratifying
by important covariates (e.g. sex, smoking status, age group). Each of these decisions should ultimately be made based on the
specific data set and research question at hand.
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3.4 Mathematical Results
In this section we include motivating mathematical results supporting the joint usage of propensity and prognostic score infor-
mation in matching. First, we give forms of the bias, variance, and MSE of a straightforward pair-matching effect estimator in
terms of the prognostic score, as an illustration of how the moments of the estimator can be bounded by the prognostic score
differences (for any matching scheme). Second, we review and slightly extend the results of Antonelli et al.10, to give the asymp-
totic consistency of a prognostic pilot matching estimator. In particular, asymptotic consistency is achieved as long as at least one
of two models (for propensity and prognostic score) is correctly specified. This implies that prognostic pilot matching designs
are doubly robust.
3.4.1 Properties of a simple matching estimator in terms of prognosis
Suppose we observe 푛푇 treated individuals (indexed by 푖), and suppose each treated individual is matched to exactly one con-
trol individual (using any matching scheme). Let 푗(푖) represent the index of the control individual matched to the 푖-th treated
individual. Finally, suppose we additionally assume the following:
1. The outcome is continuous, and for all individuals, 푌 (0) = Ψ(푋) + 휖, where 휖i.i.d.∼ 푁(0, 휎2)
2. 휖 is independent of Ψ(푋)
3. The differences in outcomes between matched pairs, 퐷푖 ∶= 푌푖 − 푌푗(푖) , are independent.
Theorem 1. Assume the statements above and suppose 휏 is a constant additive treatment effect. LetΨ(푋푖)−Ψ(푋푗(푖)) denote thedifference in prognostic score for a randomly selected treated individual and its matched control. If we estimate the treatment
effect via 휏̂ ∶= 1
푛푇
∑푛푇
푖=1퐷푖, then
푉 푎푟(휏̂) = 4휎
2
푛푇
+ 1
푛푇
푉 푎푟
(
Ψ(푋푖) − Ψ(푋푗(푖))
)
, (3)
퐵푖푎푠(휏̂) = 퐸
[
Ψ(푋푖) − Ψ(푋푗(푖))
]
, (4)
and
푀푆퐸(휏̂) = 4휎
2
푛푇
+ 1
푛푇
푉 푎푟
(
Ψ(푋푖) − Ψ(푋푗(푖))
)
+
(
퐸
[
Ψ(푋푖) − Ψ(푋푗(푖))
])2 (5)
≤ 4휎2
푛푇
+ 퐸
[(
Ψ(푋푖) − Ψ(푋푗(푖))
)2] (6)
Moreover, if assumptions 2 and 3 do not hold, the right hand side of (3) and (5) become upper bounds, and (4) and (6) still hold.
Theorem 1 expresses the bias, variance, andMSE of a simple matching estimator in terms of the prognostic score. A derivation
is supplied in the Appendix. Note that this theorem holds regardless of the method used to select the matched pairs. In particular,
we find that the variance in the matching estimator is bounded by the variance in the difference between the prognostic scores.
This means that the variance in estimation can be small even when matched individuals are very prognostically different, as
long as this difference in prognostic score is relatively consistent across all matched pairs. However, this situation is still not
desirable because a large mean difference in prognostic score within pairs will increase bias, as indicated by Equation (4).
Equation (5) combines these results, reiterating how minimizing both the mean difference and the variance in the difference
in prognostic scores across matched pairs gives a reduction in MSE. Finally, (6) shows how the MSE of the estimator can be
bounded by the mean squared variation in prognostic score between matched pairs (although this bound is fairly loose). An
interesting insight from this theorem is that prognostic score based matching methods decrease variance not just by reducing
the prognostic score distances between matched individuals, but by making those distances more consistent.
3.4.2 Doubly Robust Pilot Matching
Theorem 1 fromAntonelli et al.10 shows that the average treatment effect is identifiable when conditioning jointly on the propen-
sity and prognostic score. In specific, this identifiability holds as long as at least one of the two scoremodels is correctly specified.
This helps to explain the simulation results of Leacy and Stuart9, in which matching methods which used the propensity and
prognostic score jointly performed well even when one model was incorrectly specified.
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In 2005, Bang and Robins25 introduced a notion of “doubly robust” estimation. This term has come to refer to any estimator
which combines an outcome model with a model for the probability of treatment in such a way that the estimator is consistent
or (more informally) “correct” as long as at least one of the models is correctly specified. Antonelli et al.10 propose a doubly
robust matching estimator (DRME), which uses a lasso regression to estimate 휙̂ and 휓̂ . Theorem 2 of Antonelli et al. shows
that the lasso estimator is indeed consistent under suitable regularity conditions, provided at least one of the models is correctly
specified. Below, we state a slightly generalized version of that theorem which allows for a more broad class of doubly robust
matching designs (i.e. designs in which 휙̂ and 휓̂ can be estimated by methods other than the lasso). In this form of the theorem,
we clarify how the rate of convergence for the estimator from the pilot design depends on: (1) the sample size of the pilot data
set (2) the sample size of the analysis data set, and (3) the specific method selected to fit 휙̂ and 휓̂ .
Let 푛′ and 푛 be the sample sizes of the analysis and the pilot data sets, respectively. Following the notation of Antonelli et
al.10, let 휃̂ represent a vector of the estimated parameters for the propensity and prognostic models (휙̂ and 휓̂), and, for a given
휃̂, let 푍 =
(
휙̂(푋), Ψ̂(푋)
)
. Additionally, let 휃̃ represent the probabilistic limit of 휃 (Note that this may not be the true model
parameters, since the models for 휙 and 휓 may be mis-specified). In keeping with Abadie and Imbens7 and Antonelli et al.10,
suppose the푀 matches for the 푖푡ℎ individual with score model parameters 휃 are given by
푀 (푖, 휃) =
{
푗 = 1, ..., 푛′ ∶ 푇푗 = 1 − 푇푖,푀 ≥ ∑
푙∶푇푙=1−푇푖
퐼
(‖푍푖 −푍푙‖< ‖푍푖 −푍푗‖)} , (7)
where 퐼 is an indicator variable and ‖⋅‖ is Mahalanobis distance‡.
Finally, let 휏(휃) represent the estimator obtained from the matching given by 푀 (푖, 휃):
휏(휃) = 1
푁′
푁′∑
푖=1
(2푇푖 − 1)
(
푌푖 −
1
푀
∑
푗∈푀 (푖,휃)
푌푗
)
. (8)
Theorem 2. (Generalization of Antonelli et al.10) Let 휏(휃) be the with-replacement "radius" matching estimator described in
8, and suppose that 휃̂ is estimated on the pilot data set by some method such that, ‖휃̂ − 휃̃‖ converges in probability to 0 at a rate
푅(푛 ). Under regularity conditions described in the supplement (including no effect modification), and assuming that at least
one of the models for propensity or prognosis is correctly specified, then,
휏 − 휏(휃̂) = 푂푝
(
푛
− 12′
)
+ 표푝
(
푅
(
푛
)) (9)
If both 푛 and 푛′ are allowed to go to infinity as the sample size increases, and if 푅(푛 ) is bounded as 푛 → ∞, then we
have that 휏(휃̂) is a consistent estimator for 휏.
This result is an almost immediate generalization from the proof for theorem 2 in Antonelli et al.10; however a more specific
explanation can be found in the supplement.
An explanation of the probabilistic Big O notation used in this theorem can be found in Van Der Vaart,26 among other places.
Intuitively, the first term on the right hand side of (10) describes how the error in estimation depends on the sample size of
the analysis set: As the size of the analysis set increases, the number and quality of matches will increase, allowing for better
estimation. The second term on the right hand side describes how the error depends on the sample size of the pilot set: As the
sample size of the pilot set increases, we will fit more accurate models for propensity and prognosis, allowing us to identify the
higher quality matches from the analysis set.
This form of the theorem provides for doubly robust matching estimation from a prognostic pilot matching design, provided
any suitable choice of method for estimating 휃. Additionally, it is important to note that the sample sizes of both the pilot data set
and the analysis data set must go to infinity for consistency, yet the choice of the specific method used to partition the pilot and
analysis data sets can be left (somewhat) to the researcher - provided the selection of the pilot set is appropriate for consistent
estimation of 휃̃. A deeper discussion of the practical design choices for a pilot matching procedure can be found in 3.3. Note that
a substantial implicit assumption of any doubly robust theorem is that there is some true underlying score model (propensity or
prognosis) which holds for the entire collected data set: treated, and control.
‡This is slightly different than the matching scheme used in this simulation study and in many study designs, in that each individual (both treated and control) is
matched with the푀 nearest individuals of the opposite treatment assignment in the analysis set, and individuals may be used more than once. In practice, many studies
use matching without replacement, which we consider here in simulation.
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4 SIMULATIONS
4.1 Objective
There are several design considerations involved in an approach which intentionally removes observations from the analysis set
phase. Here, we highlight four, often interacting, considerations when selecting a prognostic pilot matching design or similar
approach:
1. Correlation of treatment and prognosis (5.3.1) - if the treatment and the outcome are tightly correlated, matching on
the propensity score may select pairs that are prognostically similar as well.
2. Trade offs in sample size (5.3.2) - allocating data for use in the design phase decreases the amount of data available in
the analysis phase.
3. Trade offs in match quality (5.3.3) - since not all control observations are equivalently useful (some may be very distant
from the treated individuals in terms of important covariates), care must be taken selecting which controls to set aside.
4. Fitting the propensity and prognostic models (5.3.4) - if the data generating process for treatment assignment and
outcome is particularly hard to model, this may influence the usefulness of methods which rely on fitted scores.
We performed a simulation study to assess the performance of the prognostic pilot matching approach detailed in section
3.3 compared to Mahalanobis distance and propensity score matching. The following subsection describes the data-generating
process used in our simulations, and section 5 gives the results, focusing in section 5.3 on the considerations listed above.
4.2 Setup
We compare the performance of propensity score matching, Mahalanobis distance matching, and a prognostic pilot matching
approach (described in section 3.3) on simulated data. In each batch of simulations, the fixed control to treatment ratio (푘) in
the matching procedure and the correlation between the true propensity and prognostic score (휌, below) varied across a range
of values. Suppose we measure 푝 covariates, so that 푋 is a 푝-dimensional vector. Let 퐼푝 denote the 푝 × 푝 identity matrix. The
generative model for our main set of simulations is the following:
푋푖
i.i.d.∼ Normal(0, 퐼푝),
푇푖
i.i.d.∼ Bernoulli
(
1
1 + exp(−휙(푋푖))
)
,
푌푖 = 휏푇푖 + Ψ(푋푖) + 휖푖,
휖푖
i.i.d.∼ 푁(0, 휎2),
where the true propensity and prognositic scores are given by the linear combinations
휙(푋푖) = 푋푖1∕3 − 푐,
Ψ(푋푖) = 휌푋푖1 +
√
(1 − 휌2)푋푖2.
Importantly, these values ensure that 휌 is precisely the correlation between 휙 and Ψ (i.e. Cor(휙(푋푖),Ψ(푋푖)) = 휌). When 휌 = 0,
the treatment effect is completely unconfounded, since treatment assignments are entirely determined (up to randomness) by
variation in푋푖1, and outcome (under the control assignment) is entirely determined by variation in푋푖2. When 휌 = 1, the problem
is highly confounded, since outcome and treatment assignment are both determined solely by variation in 푋푖1.
We fix the treatment effect to be constant with 휏 = 1, the number of covariates 푝 = 10, and the noise in the outcomes 휎 = 1.
Each simulation consisted of a data set of total sample size 푛 = 2000, and simulations were repeated 푁 = 1000 times. The
constant, 푐, in the propensity score formula was chosen such that there were approximately 100 treated observations in each data
set (e.g. for a sample size of 2000, the value 푐 = 3 was used). We consider 1 ∶ 푘 matchings of the analysis set for 푘 = 1,… , 10,
and 휌 = 0, 0.1,… , 0.9, 1.0. In simulated samples, the Cohen’s D standardized difference between the outcomes of the treated
and control groups was approximately 0.6 to 1.0 (depending on the value of 휌).
We ran the following additional simulations to interrogate the behavior of each method in slightly different scenarios. The
results from these simulations are summarized in Figures 4-6 and Supplementary Figures 1-9.
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• Unmeasured confounder - An additional unmeasured covariate, 푈푖i.i.d.∼ Normal(0, 1) was added, and the formulas for the
true propensity and prognostic scores were given by 휙(푋푖) = 푋푖1∕3+0.2푈푖−푐 andΨ(푋푖) = 휌푋푖1+
√
(1 − 휌2)푋푖2+0.2푈푖
• Full matching rather than fixed-ratio matching - Instead of performing 1:k matching in the final step, full matching was
used. As in the 1 ∶ 푘 matching, the pilot design full match was based on Mahalanobis distance in the combined space of
휙̂ and Ψ̂. In this case,푁 = 2000 simulations were performed to get accurate assessments of performance.
• More uninformative covariates - The number of covariates was increased from 푝 = 10 to 푝 = 50. (Note that 푋푖1 and 푋푖2
remain the only important covariates for treatment assignment or outcome.)
• Smaller sample size - The sample size was decreased from 푛 = 2000 to 푛 = 1600. (In this case, 푐 was changed to 2.75 to
keep the number of treated individuals consistent.)
• Worse covariate overlap - The formula for 휙 was changed to 휙(푋푖) = 푋푖1 − 10∕3.
• More unpredictable outcomes - The noise in the outcome was increased from 휎 = 1 to 휎 = 2.
• Heterogeneous treatment effect - rather than using a fixed constant treatment effect, the treatment effect was allowed to
vary between individuals, with individual effect 휏(푋푖) = 1 +푋푖1∕4.
In addition, we considered the performance of each method when the score models are correctly specified, and when they are
fit with a lasso (see 5.3.4). The glmnet package was used for lasso fitted models27.
When using 1:k matching, we estimate SATT and perform sensitivity analyses using the permutation 푡-statistic from the
package sensitivtymv28. When using full matching, we estimate SATT using the package sensitivtyfull29. The accuracy
of each matching method was assessed based on the empirical bias, standard deviation, and mean squared error (MSE) of
the estimates produced in simulation. For sensitivity analyses, for each simulated study we calculated the largest strength of
hypothetical unobserved confounding, Γ, at which the null hypothesis would still be rejected (with an alpha level of 0.05). Results
across batches of simulations are reported in terms of median Γ. All matching assignments were found using optmatch,30,
which makes use of the RELAX-IV algorithm31. Source code and data files for these simulations are publically available on
github (https://github.com/raikens1/PilotMatch).
5 RESULTS
5.1 Primary Simulations
We first consider the main simulation set-up described in section 4.2. In this case, there are approximately 19 control individuals
observed for every one treated individual. Figure 2 shows the bias and variance of 1 ∶ 푘 matching for each method.
First, we observe that bias for all methods increases as the correlation between propensity and prognosis, 휌, increases from
0 to 1 (Figure 2A). This is perhaps unsurprising, since 휌 ≈ 1 means that the treatment assignments are highly correlated with
the potential outcomes. The Mahalanobis distance matching estimates are by far the most biased for large values of 휌, since this
method equally weights the informative covariates, (푋푖1 and 푋푖2), alongside several other covariates which are unimportant to
the problem. This issue is exacerbated when the number of uninformative covariates is increased (Supplementary Figure 2).
The bias in propensity and prognostic pilot matching estimates are both much smaller, but there is a minor increase in the bias
of prognostic pilot matching when 푘 is large. This is most likely due to a trade-off in match quality implicit in selecting the pilot
set (see section 5.3.3). Importantly, while Figure 2A illustrates trends in bias in a situation with no unobserved confounding, it
does not comment on the sensitivity of the design to unobserved confounding (see the discussion of Figure 3, below).
An interesting finding from Figure 2B is that a prognostic pilot matching approach may actually reduce the variance in the
estimator under the right conditions, in spite of the fact that pilot designs by their nature reduce the size of the sample which
may be used for estimation. This underscores the insight that reserving all data for the analysis phase of a study is not always
the optimal approach for obtaining reliable point estimates or maximizing statistical power. For 1-to-1 matching, the prognostic
pilot match approach had 6-20% lower standard deviation in the estimates compared to propensity score matching, with the
greatest difference observed when 휌 is close to zero. When 휌 is small, the propensity score captures little information about
the variation which determines prognosis (that is, it is similar to an instrumental variable). leading to propensity score matches
which may be very different in terms of their potential outcomes (Figure 1, see further discussion in section 5.3.1).
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FIGURE 2 Mahalanobis distance, propensity, and prognostic pilot matching performance in terms of bias (A) and standard
deviation (B) for 1:k optimal matching as the correlation between propensity for treatment and prognosis, 휌, varies from 0 to 1.
In these simulations, prognostic pilot matching generally outperforms both existing methods in terms of mean squared error
(Figure 3A). This is because the estimates from this approach are less biased than Mahalanobis distance matching (Figure 2A),
and more precise than propensity score matching (Figure 2B). The percent improvement over propensity score matching is
greatest when 푘 is small. For 1-to-1 matching, mean squared error is reduced by 12% to 36% compared to propensity score
matching and 8% to 34% compared to Mahalanobis distance matching (depending on 휌).
Figure 3B highlights a unique but often overlooked strength of observational studies in which compared observations have
similar potential outcomes: the results are more difficult to explain away with unobserved confounding. For 1-to-1 matching,
the magnitude of the effect estimate from propensity score matching could be explained by an unobserved confounder which
influenced the odds of treatment by a factor of approximately 2.5. In contrast, an unobserved confounder would have to increase
certain individuals’ odds of treatment by 5 fold in order to explain the results when prognostic pilot matching is used. Gamma
values from Mahalanobis distance matching seem promising. However, some of this apparent strength is likely attributable to
the fact that effect estimates from Mahalanobis distance matching in these simulations tend to be overestimated (Figure 2A).
It is notable that the large observed difference in power in gamma sensitivity analyses cannot be explained by variance reduc-
tion in the estimator alone. In 1:5 matching experiments, the standard deviation in estimation from prognostic pilot matching
and propensity score matching is comparable (Figure 2B), yet the gamma values in Figure 3B for these simulations are quite
different. By matching on the prognostic score, prognostic pilot matching directly reduces the heterogeneity of matched sets in
terms of their likely outcome under the control assignment. This confers a notable benefit: The variance reduction from prognos-
tic pilot matching in Figure 2B could be attained with a sufficient increase in sample size, yet the increased power of sensitivity
analyses in Figure 3B is likely a unique contribution of heterogeneity reduction6.
It is important to note that the value of increasing the power of a sensitivity analysis is somewhat nuanced: while strong power
in gamma sensitivity analyses decreases the likelihood that perceived results can be explained away by unobserved confounding,
this does not mean that unobserved confounding is not influencing the study results. Propensity score methods – even those
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FIGURE 3Mahalanobis distance, propensity, and prognostic pilot matching performance in terms of MSE (A) and the median
level of confounding, Γ, at which the study conclusions would no longer be statistically significant (B) for 1:k optimal matching
as the correlation between propensity for treatment and prognosis, 휌, varies from 0 to 1.
augmented by a prognostic score – still require the absence of unobserved confounders in order to produce unbiased estimates
of treatment effect (see section 2.1). This apparent contradiction is emphasized by Figure 4, which shows that all three of the
matching methods considered here are biased when an unobserved confounder is present, in spite of differing power in gamma
sensitivity analyses.
5.2 Full Matching
Prognostic pilot matching designs need not be limited to matching a single treated individual to a fixed number, 푘, of control
individuals in the analysis set. Once the prognostic score is built from the pilot data set, the researcher may choose from any
number of methods to subclassify or match the analysis set based jointly on the prognostic and propensity scores. To illustrate
this point, Figure 5 contains the results of simulations in which the analysis set was subclassified using full matching32,33. This
method represents a more flexible alternative to fixed 1:k matching, in which the ratio of treated to control individuals is allowed
to vary within each matched set. It is similar in spirit to the ‘variable-ratio’ matching applied by Pimentel et al.34. In essence,
treated individuals which are similar to many control individuals may be matched with many control individuals, whereas treated
individuals which are similar to few control individuals are matched with few control individuals (see Hansen33 or Stuart and
Green35 for applied examples). In this way, full matching uses all of the observations in the analysis data set exactly once while
often selecting closer matches than fixed 1 ∶ 푘 matching33.
Figure 5 shows the bias (A), standard deviation (B), and MSE (C) of full matching using Mahalanobis distance matching,
propensity score matching, and matching jointly on the propensity and prognosis (‘pilot full matching’). We find that full match-
ing using propensity and pilot full matching yield comparable or superior performance compared with 1 ∶ 푘 matching with a
well-selected 푘. Additionally, we find in our simulations that pilot full matching tends to slightly outperform full matching on
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FIGURE 4Mahalanobis distance, propensity, and prognostic pilot matching performance in terms of MSE (A) and the median
level of confounding, Γ, at which the study conclusions would no longer be statistically significant (B) in a scenario with an
unobserved confounder. For simulation details, see 4.2. For variance and MSE results, see Supplementary Figure 3.
just the propensity score. These results suggest that full matching jointly on propensity and a prognostic score from a held-aside
‘pilot’ sample may present a promising design strategy for some observational studies.
5.3 Methodological Considerations
We do not intend to advocate that pilot designs or pilot matching approaches should be used in every scenario. In the simulations
above, the sample size is large and there is an abundance of control individuals which overlap fairly well with the treated
population. In such a situation, there are many useful control individuals from which to select the pilot set. With the expansion
of passively collected observational data sets, we anticipate that such situations will become increasingly common. However,
in cases where the sample size is small or the overlap of treated and control individuals is sparse, a researcher should consider
whether the trade-off to create a pilot set is worthwhile. In this section, we discuss four design considerations which are important
to the decision about whether to employ prognostic pilot matching or related pilot designs:
1. Correlation of treatment and prognosis (5.3.1)
2. Trade-offs in sample size (5.3.2)
3. Trade-offs in match quality (5.3.3)
4. Fitting the propensity and prognostic models (5.3.4)
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FIGURE 5 Performance from full matching based on Mahalanobis distance, propensity score, and prognostic pilot matching
in terms of bias (A), standard deviation (B), and MSE (C).
5.3.1 Correlation of Treatment and Prognosis
A first consideration is the correlation, 휌, between the variation, 휙(푋푖), important for determining the treatment assignment, and
the variation, Ψ(푋푖), important for determining the outcome in the absence of treatment. When the correlation is close to one,
all methods unsurprisingly reach their greatest levels of bias, (Figure 2A) because the treatment assignment is tightly correlated
with the potential outcomes (i.e. due to the strong observed confounder 푋푖1).
It is somewhat counter-intuitive that propensity score matching estimates reach their lowest variance and greatest power in
sensitivity analyses when confounding is at its worst (Figures 2B and 3B). This is in part because, when propensity and prognosis
are highly correlated, the covariates most important for treatment assignment are also important for prognosis. In such cases, the
the optimal propensity score matches often happen to be similar in their potential outcomes. This imposes prognostic similarity
between matched observations, reducing the variance (Figure 2B) and increasing robustness to unmeasured confounding (Figure
3B).
In contrast, the variance of propensity score matching is greatest when treatment assignment is less closely correlated with
potential outcome (Figure 2B), since ideal propensity score matches may be quite distant in prognostic score in these situations
(Figure 1B) §. These are the scenarios in which prognostic pilot matching is most protective against variance in estimation, since
it explicitly optimizes for within-set prognostic similarity as well as propensity score similarity. This point may apply more
generally beyond matching studies alone: the benefit of adjusting for prognosis in addition to propensity for treatment may be
greatest when a prognostic score would capture a substantial amount of variation in the data which the propensity score does not.
5.3.2 Trade-offs in Sample Size
The most obvious trade-off implicit in any pilot design is that allocating a pilot set decreases the size of the data set used in
analysis. In general, increasing the sample size of a study has the primary goal of reducing the variance in estimation (e.g.
increasing 푘 in 1 ∶ 푘 matching). A second benefit of a larger sample size is that it may include more high-quality data (e.g.
controls which are very closely matched to treated observations). We discuss the former point here, and the latter in section 5.3.3.
Roughly speaking, the square root law implies that the standard error of the sample mean tends to decrease at the rate 1√
푛
,
where 푛 is the sample size. This means the if the sample size is already quite large, aggressively reserving observations for the
analysis phase of a study may yield only a vanishingly small increase in precision. In contrast, when the control reserve is very
large, it may in fact be variance-reducing to “sacrifice” some individuals from the analysis set so that the overall matched sets
compared in the analysis phase have better prognostic similarity (Figure 2B). This is illustrated in Figure 5. Since full matching
uses all of the treated and control individuals, the prognostic pilot full match has approximately 100 fewer control individuals
§In fact when 휌 = 0, propensity score matching essentially models and adjusts for an instrumental variable (푋1), which may actually increase inconsistency inestimation 36
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to use for estimation than the alternative methods. However, in these simulations, the variance of the estimator from pilot full
matching is actually slightly smaller than from the other methods (Figure 5).
Another aspect of sample size is too often overlooked: More data is not always better when the quality of that data is poor.
In fixed-ratio matching, for example, matching more controls (푘) to each treated individual decreases variance at the cost of
increasing bias (Figure 2A). Larger values of 푘 can actually give worse MSE in many situations by allowing poorer quality
matches into the analysis (Supplementary Figures 4 and 7). Some observations are better left discarded entirely than forced into
an analysis for which they are unsuitable.
5.3.3 Trade-offs in Match Quality
In some observational data sets, there may be an abundance of “low-quality” controls which are very dissimilar from the treat-
ment group, but a paucity of “high-quality” controls which are readily comparable to the treated observations. In all pilot designs,
the allocation of high quality observations is an important consideration. For example, high-quality controls may be ideal for
fitting an accurate model to estimate prognostic scores in the treatment group. However, these controls might also be ideal
would-be matches in the final analysis.
For many data sets and study designs, this consideration of quality may be much more important than concerns about raw
numbers of observations. Allocating high-quality controls to the pilot set to fit an accurate prognostic model can force the
subsequent matching efforts to compromise on lower quality matches. This can increase bias and, in some cases, variance
(Supplementary Figures 5-7). This effect is most pronounced when (A) 1 ∶ 푘 matching is performed and 푘 is large, (B) the
control reserve is small, or (C) overlap of the treated and control individuals is poor (Figure 2A, Supplementary Figures 4-7).
When 푘 is large, bias for all methods is worse because lower quality matches are being carried over to the analysis phase. If the
control reserve is small and/or there is little overlap between the treated and control individuals, every control individual which
is close in covariate space to the treated individuals is a precious potential match, and sacrificing these individuals means that
there are fewer good alternatives to choose from.
There are a variety of design decisions that can be made to protect against this issue. First, when overlap is poor – regardless
of whether a pilot design is used – researchers should consider using lower values of 푘 in fixed-ratio matching, since higher 푘
will force compromises on lower quality matches (Supplementary Figures 4 and 7). One alternative approach to keep bias low
while maximizing data usage is to use a matching method that allows for variable ratios of treatment to control individuals across
subclasses (see section 5.2). Second, the choice to use a pilot design and the method to select the held-out set should depend
on the data: a pilot matching approach is likely to be most appropriate when the control reserve is plentiful, particularly in the
region of overlap between treated and control individuals. Further research on clever allocation of the pilot set may make pilot
designs useful in a wider variety of scenarios (see section 6).
5.3.4 Fitting the Propensity and Prognostic Models
Afinal consideration – specific to designswhichmodel propensity and prognosis – the estimation of the scoremodels themselves.
While Figure 1 shows the idealized matches that would be selected if the propensity and prognostic scores were precisely known,
Figure 7 displays the matches which might be selected in practice based on estimated score models. Importantly, both propensity
and prognostic pilot matching rely on effective modeling of propensity and/or prognostic scores – in cases where the model is
imperfect, imperfect matches will be selected. Unsurprisingly, we find that the relative performance of prognostic pilot matching
is diminished in simulations in which the prognostic model is harder to fit (Supplementary Figure 8). In cases like these, it may
be useful to budget more data to the pilot set (if able), or to use more sophisticated modeling techniques (see Supplementary
Figure 1 for simulation results where the score models are fit using a lasso regularization.)
In this paper, we primarily consider a situation in which the researcher has no prior information about which covariates are
most important to the problem. Thus, in the simulations above, the propensity and prognostic scores were fit on all measured
covariates (i.e. both models were over-specified). In this scenario, the propensity and prognostic models act as entirely agnostic
methods of identifying the variation most important to the problem. In practice, if the researcher has a prior notion about which
covariates are important to the outcome and the treatment assignment, they should consider more precisely specified models. In
simulations in which the prognostic and propensity scores are correctly specified, we observe similar if not increased benefit from
using the prognostic pilot match compared to the propensity score alone (Figure 6). Interestingly, when the important covariates
are known a priori, we find that propensity score achieves lower performance than both competing methods due to larger
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FIGURE 6Mahalanobis distance, propensity, and prognostic pilot matching performance in terms of MSE (A) and the median
level of confounding, Γ at which the study conclusions would no longer be statistically significant (B), in a scenario which
supposes that the researcher already knows a priori which covariates are most important to treatment assignment and outcome.
All simulation parameters are the same as described in Section 4.2, except that the propensity and prognostic models are both
correctly specified, and only 푋푖1 and 푋푖2 are used in Mahalanobis distance matching.
variances. This is consistent with the argument by King and Nielson4 that propensity score methods can be variance-increasing
because of a failure to account for variation unrelated to treatment assignment.
The researcher may also have intuition a priori about whether the propensity or the prognostic score will be harder to fit.
In some cases, the available measured covariates may make accurate propensity score modeling more difficult than prognostic
score modeling, or vice-versa. In some instances when the outcome is continuous and the treatment is binary, the continuous
number may be intrinsically easier to model than the binary one. Especially in light of theorem 2, including a prognostic score is
likely to be most beneficial when the treatment assignment is difficult to model yet the outcome under the absence of treatment
is fairly straightforward.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Reducing the number of observations used in inference seems a peculiar design choice. But the primary intuition is straightfor-
ward: use resources to gain information on how to plan a stronger study design. A fundamental insight regarding the usefulness
of pilot designs is that, in general, the standard error in an estimate tends to decrease with 1√
푛
, where 푛 is the sample size.
Modern observational studies benefit from having access to sample sizes that are unparalleled by randomized controlled trials.
However, this means that each additional individual in such an observational study may contribute only minutely in increasing
the precision of estimation. The question then becomes: is there a more thoughtful way to use these data resources in order to
improve this study?
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FIGURE 7 AC plots of empirical 1:1 matches based on Mahalanobis distance in the whole covariate space (A), estimated
propensity score (B), and prognostic pilot matching (C). Blue dots represent control individuals, red dots represent treated
individuals, and dotted lines connect matched pairs. Data was simulated according to the set up in section 4.2 with 휌 = 0.5.
The pilot design described here aims to emulate a two-phase, prospective randomized trial, in which a pilot sample is used to
identify prognostically important variation, which is then addressed in the design of the main study. In the experimental setting,
these design choices reduce the heterogeneity between compared treatment and control subjects, increasing precision and power.
However, in the observational context, minimizing the heterogeneity in the prognostic score within matched sets yields an
additional benefit. As demonstrated by Rosenbaum6 and underscored here, observational studies which compare observations
that aremore similar in their prognostic scores tend to bemore resistant to having their conclusions explained away by unobserved
confounding variation. Moreover, as investigated by Leacy and Stuart9 and Antonelli et al.10 and reiterated here, matching
jointly on the prognostic and propensity scores yields study designs which tend to be doubly robust. Said more informally: a
strong prognostic model can make up for errors from a weak propensity model, and vice versa.
Similar to the propensity score, the prognostic score has a variety of promising applications not limited to thematching applica-
tion here (see, for example37), which we hope will continue to be explored in future works. Indeed, prognostic score stratification
has been employed in the experimental literature, and similar concerns of prognostic score over-fitting have been discussed in
this setting12. A related prognostic score pilot design is implemented by the CRAN package “strata_match.” Researchers looking
for more experience and direction on the implementation of a pilot design approach with real or simulated data are encouraged
to consider this package and the accompanying documentation38.
From this investigation of prognostic score approaches, the Assignment-Control (AC) plot has emerged as a helpful tool for
understanding the underlying structure of a data set and a causal inference problem. In modern observational studies, both the
number of observations and the number of covariates tend to be large. AC plots suggest a dimensionality reduction that can be
used to visualize overlap between treated and control individuals in terms of two important aspects of variation: prognosis and
likelihood of treatment. This can help a researcher identify issues in the distributions of treated and control individuals which
could not be identified by considering propensity alone (e.g. are only very sick patients being treated?). A small, but useful,
extension to the AC plot is to include additional dimensions that describe (i) the conditionally independent variation in the
encouragement to treatment (e.g., a measurement of the instrumental variable assignment) when considering the formation of
matched sets, and (ii) the estimated outcome for individual units under treatment39,40 – which may be particularly helpful in
settings with heterogeneous treatment response.
Though we made the choice to motivate this paper in the large control reserve setting, in the simulations it becomes apparent
that a pilot matching approach may also be quite useful when the number of observations is large but the treatment to control
ratio is closer to 1. Wijayatunga39 and Yang et al40 address an interesting generalization of the prognostic score which models
both the potential outcome under the control assignment and the potential outcome of the treatment assignment. While they do
not thoroughly address how such score models should be fit, it is likely that a pilot design approach may be applicable. In this
paper, while we focused the discussion upon the estimation of the sample average treatment effect among the treated, more work
remains to be done articulating the implications of subsetting the sample to fit the pilot set. A possible extension of the pilot
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design is to use a cross-validation based approach, in which the data set is repeatedly split into a model-fitting and estimation
set. This is closely related to the framework suggested by Abadie et al.12, and may be especially useful when the study objective
is to estimate a more generalizable average treatment effect (ATE) rather than the sample average treatment effect among the
treated (SATT). It is important to note that matching methods which combine prognostic and propensity score information, as
stressed in section 2.1, improving power in gamma sensitivity analyses may do nothing to change the underlying presence or
absence of an unobserved confounder or a treatment effect. Future work may further develop a framework to address the apparent
contradiction illustrated in Figure 4: designs favored based on power in gamma sensitivity analyses can be equivalently biased
when an unobserved confounder is at play.
In section 5.3, this study explored four trade-offs faced by the researcher in designing an observational study using a prognostic
pilot matching design. Some of these trade-offs are more generally important for the selection of any pilot design (i.e. sample
size and quality). In each case, we avoid giving any hard universal cut-offs to define what samples are appropriate for a pilot
design. Since there are many inter-related factors at play, the researcher needs to weigh the different aspects of the problem in
order to make the call. Some avenues for future work may center around innovations which make these trade-offs more favorable.
Further advances in the thoughtful selection of the pilot set and clever modeling of the propensity and prognostic scores may
make pilot design approaches both more effective and more adaptable to a wider variety of data sets.
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